Don’t let small problems become big. See something, do something.

Know warning signs for intoxication and steps to take:
- Slurring, swaying | Slow them down
- Dazed or stumbling | Cut them off
- Confused, belligerent or vomiting | Get them home
- Any sign of alcohol poisoning (CUSP) | Call for medical assistance.

PARTYGOER

- Be alert and notice risky behaviors and situations.
- Trust your gut - do something, even if pressured to stay uninvolved.
- Choose best approach (direct, distract, delegate, delayed).
- Engage others. Keep yourself safe.

PARTYTHROWER

- Have sober security in strategic places to be eyes and ears.
- Train security and alcohol servers to monitor and intervene for signs of over-intoxication.
- Empower guests to speak up if they see something risky.
- Don’t be afraid to get help if trouble arises.

PARTYSAFE@ Cal
uhs.berkeley.edu/psafe

See reverse for more about #OurHouse
We’re students advocating to improve the party culture and social benefits by decreasing drama and problems related to alcohol.

Join us. Support widespread awareness and adoption of these four alcohol and party risk management practices:

- ✓ Provide plentiful and easily accessible water.
- ✓ Eliminate service of hard alcohol (>20% ABV) in common areas
- ✓ Presence of enough sober hosts and trained alcohol servers who monitor and intervene for intoxication
- ✓ Have security measures to keep attendance under the maximum occupancy for location

We want to hear from you - let us know your questions, comments, and ideas. Email us at partysafe@berkeley.edu

Endorsed by ASUC senate, IFC and PHC Presidents, GAMMA co-Presidents, the BSC Health Education Chair, and the Graduate Student Social Committee Chair in April 2015.